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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (UC) environment management architect is using the package development model for deployment
to different orgs. Which metadata changes does the architect need to track manually? 

A. No manual tracking required. All changes are automatically tracked. 

B. All metadata changes for the release. 

C. Changes to components not yet supported by source tracking. 

D. Only the changes made via the Setup UI. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers has started building a customer Lightning community that contains a few dozen Aura components.
The development team lead has come to the Salesforce architect about questions regarding testing the Lightning 

components. 

What two knowledge points can the architect pass to the development team lead? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. The testing of the JavaScript part of the Aura component can be tested in the Jest framework and the Apex
controllers can be tested using test classes. 

B. Install the Lightning test service AppExchange package to enable the Aura component testing. 

C. There is a $T test helper object that can be used to create the instance of the Lightning component, and it is promise
enabled. 

D. The testing can be viewed in the lightning.force.com/c/jasminetests.app URL. The page loads and runs Jasmine test
and writes pass/fail information to the screen. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers has a complex deployment coming up. The deployment will include several Apex classes which
depend on custom settings that hold important configuration. How should an Architect manage this deployment? 

A. Script the deployment of all functionality via the Force.com Migration Tool 

B. Manually deploy and populate custom settings in production using a change set 

C. Create a custom metadata type and include this in your deployment to production 
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D. Manually deploy and populate the custom settings in production prior to the Apex Class deployment 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

In the effort of improving the code quality, Universal Containers (UC) has asked a third-party system integrator to
perform some independent code reviews. One piece of the feedback is the development team is seemingly not doing
enough negative unit testing. Which are three usual symptoms of inadequate negative tests Choose 3 answers 

A. Developers often have to turn to the debug log for details of the failed Apex executions. 

B. When an Apex batch job runs at a scheduled time, an increased number of Apex execution errors occur over all. 

C. An Apex process runs into an un-handled exception when an HTTP callout has an unexpected status code in the
response body. 

D. Developers constantly ask the testers for a screenshot of the error and the exact steps of reproducing the error. 

E. The delivered user interfaces are regularly not meeting the expectations of the business users. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers is planning to release simple configuration changes and enhancements to their Sales Cloud. A
Technical Architect recommend using change sets. Which two advantages would change sets provide in this scenario?
Choose 2 answers 

A. An easy way to deploy related components. 

B. The ability to deploy a very large number of components easily. 

C. A simple and declarative method for deployment. 

D. The ability to track changes to component. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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